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1 DIDJERIDOO:

11/2 hours plus follow-up decoration
Recommended: Grades 3 and up, class of 25
Beginners: 40” x1” diameter PVC Schedule 40
(thick pipe)
Advanced: 48” x 11/4 ” diameter PVC Schedule 40
(thick pipe)
Course 40/60/100 Sandpaper: 3” square of each per student
Metal Files: (I supply 20)
Beeswax: Only for advanced pipe
Acrylic Basecoat: Preferably earth red/brown (red oxide)
colour (I can usually supply this)
Various Acrylic Colors: Traditional colors are black, white, red oxide,
and yellow oxide
Brushes: For base coating and fine work
Paper towels, paint shirts, newspaper (to cover tables)
Access to water sink, Water containers
Straws: 1 per student
Disposable Cups: 1 per student

2 BOOMERANG:

45 minutes - 1 hour
Recommended: Grade 2 and up, class of 25
Posterboard: Tag #150, 10”x10” squares, 1 per student
(see master copy)
Scissors
Pencils
Crayons/Markers
Ideally suited for gymnasium. If weather permits, I also use an outside
area - an open field, clear of obstacles, people and animals.

3 BULLROARERS:

Aboriginal and Native American musical/ceremonial instrument. 45
minutes - 1 hour
Recommended: Grade 3 and up, class of 25
Lath or stripping wood: 1 .5 ” x .25 ”, cut into 8” lengths, 1 per student.
Power drill
Cotton twine or wrapping twine: 6 feet per student
Watercolors, brushes, paint shirt, water containers, newspaper (to cover
tables)
Preferably held in art room for decoration, then move outside or in gym.

4 SLIDE SHOW:

1 hour
Recommended Large group 100-150, all grades.
Slide projector & screen
A presentation of 10,000 year old Aboriginal rock, painting from the
“Land of The Lightning Brothers” with permission of custodian Bill
Harney.

5 AUSSIE GAMES:

45 minutes
Recommended: Kindergarten and up. Maximum class size 40-50
Cricket for grades 2 and up
Various games can be coordinated with the help of PE instructor and
equipment.

6 LAGERPHONE/RHYTHM STICK;

1 1/2 hours plus follow-up decoration
Recommended: Grades 4 and up, class of 25
Walking sticks: 4 foot length, broom handle, branch or dowel
Beater stick: 1 foot length, branch etc.
Bottle Caps: Minimum of 20 per student (preferably 30-40)
Flat-head Nails: 2” common or finishing nails, approximately 20 per
students
Hammers: 1 between 2 students
Wood Blocks: Ideally 2 per student for hammering
Optional follow-up: Leather, rubber scraps for hand grips and base,
paints, beads, feathers, and cross pieces.
Bottle caps can be collected from local bars, home brew shops or
ordered from Crown Cork and Seal Company, Inc. 400 North Walnut
Street, Crawfordsville, IN 47933

7 FOLK DANCING:

45 minutes
Recommended: Kindergarten and up. Maximum class size 25
K-2 “Kangaroo Hop”, 3-4 “Heel & Toe Polka”,
5- Up “Zorba”
Aussie Celtic folk dancing akin to U.S. square dancing
Gymnasium
Sound system for cassette music

8 CREATING A STORY:

45 minutes - 1 hour
Class group, All grades
Recommend each class to select Australian totem from these groups
mammals/birds/frogs & reptiles/insects and spiders/marine life.
Each grade level may wish to concentrate on one group, each class
than chooses a different individual totem. Class then researches the
science of that totem. We will create a group story. Older grades can
then concentrate on individual story.

9 PERFORMING A STORY:

Classes can read stories, also share with other classes. A storytelling
group can be formed to perform throughout school. Each class can act
out a story using song, dance or acting.

10 PAINTING A STORY/MURAL/TOTEM:

Sign cloth or Large cardboard
Acrylic paints & brushes
Painting forms the backdrop for performances.

11 ATLATL/WOOMERA:

Recommended: All grades; class of 25

Open field
Demonstration of ancient Aboriginal/Native American spearthrowing. Can be part of boomerang workshop.

12 CLAP STICKS:

45 - 1 hour
Recommended: K-2, class of 25

Dowels: 3/4 ” diameter. x 10” length, 2 per student
Water colors and Makers, Brushes, Paper towels, Paint shirts
Making & playing rhythm/clap/click/sticks or clave’s.
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GENERAL
- Australia's Aborigines - National Geographic Video - Highly recommended.
- Wonders Down Under - National Geographic Video - Animals
SCIENCE
- Amazing Facts About series - Birds, Mammals, Marine Life, Frogs & Reptiles, Insects & Spiders
Totems can be selected from these.
ABORIGINAL ART & STORIES
- “Dreamtime” by Oodgeroo: Stories & Art
- “Desert Dreaming” by Deidre Stokes - Art
- “Aboriginal Stories” compiled by Pamela Lofts, K-3
CURRICULUM
- “OZ for Kids” - An integrated curriculum on Australia for the elementary classroom
MUSIC
- “Please Don’t Call Me A Koala Bear” and other songs about Australia’s unique animals. Don Spencer
Also see enclosed music sheets
WEB SITES
- More Australian Information, Web sites - See enclosed list.

All resources available from “Roots & Wings” 1-800-833-1787 for catalogue and orders.
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1 Cut 40 inch lengths of PVC pipe schedule 40/1” diameter for starters. These generally come in 10 ft. lengths, so 2
cuts will give 3 pipes. Available from any hardware store.

2 With metal file or coarse 40 sandpaper, smooth and shape the mouthpiece. Choose one end to work on. Make sure
this is well rounded and free of sharp edges. Finish with a finer sandpaper. 60/100

3 Exercise:

- Buzz your lips loosely into one end to create the basic drone.
- Push your tongue forward to create the high end of the note.
- Push with your diaphragm to pulse the sound and experiment with rhythm.
- Focus on shaping your month while buzzing to produce vowel sounds.
- Throw your voice in while creating the basic drone to mimic animal sounds. e.g. growl like a bear, bark like a
dog howls like a dingo, koo ka for a kookaburra sound.

4 Circular Breathing: This technique allows you to keep the sound continuous.

- Puff your cheeks up while doing basic drone to create back pressure.
- Think of your cheeks as a balloon or reservoir of air.
- Squeeze your checks instantaneously and or give a short pump of extra air into your cheeks or balloon.
- At the same instant then take a snatch breath through your nose.
- Maintain basic drone through this.
Practice this technique with straw and glass of water. Blow bubbles and try circular breathing, keeping the bubbles
going. Practice cheek squeezing by filling up your mouth with water then spitting out using your cheek muscles as a
pump. Feel the cheek muscles working. Circular breathing can be applied to any blowing instrument-flute, trumpet,
trombone, saxophone, bassoon, tuba, etc.

5 Cut different lengths of pipe for different notes, for example:

E is approximately 40”.
D is approximately 3 ft. 11”.
C is approximately 4 ft. 6”.
Create your own didjeridoo orchestra. The longer the length the deeper the note. Start smaller lengths then go to
longer lengths as your lip develops.

6 Try using 1 1/4” diameter or 1 1/2” diameter pipe. These will give you greater volume and resonance. Adjust mouth-

piece for these using beeswax. Purchase a block from craft stores, soften it and mould mouthpiece with your fingers
in the shape of an oval or ellipse to follow the contour of your mouth.

7 Slide Didjeridoo or Doo Bone: Place one length of schedule 40/1” diameter pipe inside 1 1/4”. These fit perfectly to
allow you to slide the pipes and change the note like a trombone.

8 Decorate your personal didjeridoo using acrylic paints. Sand outside of pipe thoroughly using coarse 40 sandpaper

and apply basecoat. Follow up with various colors. Traditional colors are red oxide (usually basecoat), yellow oxide,
black and white. When complete, varnish to protect artwork.

9 Material Costs: Allow $3/student to be safe. However creative planning can cut this down significantly.
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The lagerphone is a traditional part of Australian and American folk music. Basically it is a broom handle or branch
with beer bottle caps nailed to it; hence the name lagerphone. Each lagerphone should be a unique instrument. This basic
design can be modified in many ways. You could use a flat board nailed to the staff or a ring cut from a cardboard tube.
Bells, ring pulls (just the ring), bicycle bells and horns, and many other types of noise makers could be added to this
design.
Materials:
A broom handle or dowel 1500mm (5’-6’) long
or a tree wood branch of the same length.
Two or more cross pieces made from 25mm (1”)
dowel or tree wood branches, about 200-400mm (8-16”) long.
Numerous (e.g. 100+) crown seal bottle caps.
Half of numerous (e.g. 50+) flat headed 30mm nails.
A scrap of leather or a rubber crutch tip
to go on the base of the main shaft
particularly when it is to be used on floors.
Assembly:

1 Design your instrument/lagerphone, lay out the
main shaft, and cross pieces, other shapes
(such as a ring), bicycle bells, etc.

2 Cut the pieces to length and round-off the

ends with sand paper. With tree wood,
remove the bark and allow to dry for a week or
more. Then round-off the stumps of any old limbs
with surform or rasp. Smooth the branches with
sand paper.

3 Flatten the bottle caps, remove liners, and punch
a hole in the center.

4 Position the bottle caps on the main shaft and

cross pieces. Nail them to the dowel or branches in
pairs. You may have to drill 1mm pilot holes in
very hard wood or branches Other-wise it will
split, particularly if you are nailing them in a
straight line.

5 Put a notch in the center of the cross pieces and
drill a hole for a nail or screw.

6 Glue and screw or nail the cross pieces to the main
shaft.

7 Put the rubber crutch tip or a scrap of leather
around the base of the main shaft.
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This instrament is a variation on a rasp and lagerphone. Generally, it uses a shorter stick and fewer bottle caps. A
rasp is cut in the back of the stick. A second dowel rod is used to stroke the rasp and beat the stick. It can also be
bounced on the floor.
Materials:
A 25mm dowel or tree wood branch, 1100-1400mm (5’) long.
A 15mm dowel or branch about 450mm (18’) long.
About 25-100 bottle caps and half as many nails.
Assembly:

1 Cut and smooth the dowel or tree wood branch as

above. Leave about 150mm (6’) at the top as a
handle. Mark and cut 12 to 20 “V” shaped notches
in a line down the front of the rattler.
2 Flatten and remove liners from crown seal bottle
caps. Punch a hole in the center of each one as
above.
3 Position the bottle caps and nail to sides and back
of the rattler. You may drill 1mm pilot holes for
the nails to prevent the wood from splitting. You
may nail an old phone bell or tin cap to the top of
the stick.
4 Cut and round-off the ends of the 15mm dowel or
tree wood branch.
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These are some of the traditional symbols used in desert art. They have many different interpretations: only a
few of their meanings are given.
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Study the “X-ray” style and other bark
painting examples shown here, then sketch
your own design of your totem animal.
You may wish to familiarize yourself
with your animal’s biology, it’s internal
structure, bones, muscles and organs so that
you can paint “X-ray” style with some
accuracy. Alternatively you could simply
break your design into fun sections, and
play with patterns and color contrast.
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